Directions: Edit the following references based on the information outlined in section 3.15 of the *AMA Manual of Style*. Use PubMed and other sources online to verify the references. Query author for missing information. For further explanation of the correct answers, refer to the cited section of the *AMA Manual of Style*.

1. JOURNAL ARTICLE ONLINE


Editor’s Note: In reference citations, a DOI is preferable to a URL if one is available; a DOI should be available for most journal articles. No accessed date is required for the DOI because it is a permanent identifier, and it is presented as the last item in the reference without a closing period (§3.11.4, Online Journal Articles, Preprints, and Manuscripts).

2. ARTICLE PUBLISHED ONLINE FIRST


Editor’s Note: An article that appears online before publication in an issue may be edited, tagged, composed, and posted as it will appear in print or PDF but before the issue publication (with or without print pagination), or an article may be edited, tagged, composed, and published as part of a specific online issue of the journal. The date the article was published should be indicated after the journal abbreviation and phrased as “published online” not “published online ahead of print” (§3.11.4, Online Journal Articles, Preprints, and Manuscripts).

3. WEBSITE
https://www.webmd.com/depression/news/20191202/can-you-eat-to-beat-depression
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Editor’s Note: In citing data from a website, include the following elements, if available, in the order shown: authors’ surnames and initials, if given (the names of all authors should be given unless there are more than 6, in which case the names of the first 3 authors are used, followed by “et al”), or name of the group; title of the specific item cited (if none is given, use the name of the organization responsible for the site); name of the website; date published; updated date; accessed date; and URL without a final period (verify that the link still works as close as possible to publication) (§3.15.3, Websites).

4. GOVERNMENT/ORGANIZATION REPORTS


Editor’s Note: These reports are treated much like electronic journal and book references: use journal style for articles and book style for monographs. Note: Of the dates published, updated, and accessed, often only the accessed date will be available (§3.15.5, Government/Organization Reports).

5. SOCIAL MEDIA


Editor’s Note: As new modalities of social media have emerged, a mechanism for citing these different outputs is useful. Be sure to use the most specific link available. Social media posts are fluid and temporary, and in scientific reporting, a better citation is likely available (§3.15.4, Social Media).

6. SOFTWARE
StataCorp. 2013. Stata Statistical Software: Release 13. College Station, TX: StataCorp LP.


Editor’s Note: Use the above form to cite software. Software need not be cited in the reference list if it is mentioned only in passing or is available without charge online (eg, shareware or freeware) (§3.15.6, Software).
7. DATABASE


**Editor’s Note:** In citing data from an online database, include the following elements, if applicable, in the order shown: authors’ surnames and initials, if given (the names of all authors should be given unless there are more than 6, in which case the names of the first 3 authors are used, followed by “et al”), or name of the group; title of the database; publisher or database owner or host; year of publication and/or version number; updated date; accessed date; and URL (verify that the link still works as close as possible to publication). Additional notes that might be helpful or of interest to the reader (eg, date the site was updated or modified) may also be included (§3.15.8, Databases).

8. LISTSERVE


**Editor’s Note:** A listserv message or discussion thread with reliable linking could be cited in the reference list (§3.15.9, Email and Electronic Mailing List [LISTSERV] Messages).

9. NEWS RELEASE


**Editor’s Note:** Indicate news release after the title (§3.15.10, News Releases).

10. VIDEO INTERVIEW


**Editor’s Note:** Occasionally, references may include citation of audio or video recordings in conjunction with articles. They should include the URL and access dates (§3.14.4, Other Multimedia).
11. AUDIO BOOK


**Editor's Note:** Citations for other book versions, including for e-readers and audiobooks or books on CD, are formatted as print books but with the format mentioned after the title (unless the format is indicated in the title) (§3.12.11, Electronic Books, Books Online, Audiobooks, and Books on Tape or CD).

12. ONLINE CONFERENCE PRESENTATION


**Editor's Note:** Online conference proceedings are treated much the same as a “presented at” reference (§3.13.9, Meeting Presentations and Other Unpublished Material), with the addition of the accessed date and the URL (§3.13.8, Conference Proceedings Online, Webinars, or Other Presentations).

13. SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
Levy AG, Scherer AM, Zikmund-Fisher BJ, Larkin K, Barnes GD, Fagerlin A. eTable 1. Frequency With Which Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) Participants Chose Each Reason for Avoiding Telling Clinician Each Type of Information from Prevalence of and Factors Associated With Patient Nondisclosure of Medically Relevant Information to Clinicians. *JAMA Netw Open.* 2018;1(7):e185293. doi:10.1001/jamanetworkworkopen.2018.5293. [https://cdn.jamanetwork.com/ama/content_public/journal/jamanetworkopen/937595/zoil180228sup1_prod.pdf?Expires=2147483647&Signature=11d-BueLVYA7oWa6j6KAsS7UXWZeO9S0j2RQ9W6jn6OYvTad0k8q8mhNGNoMGY6XFOunAaRoifKsDXIzhw3471CRZLq-NE9enCfj-s6aggZV8AC-DyaBwU498-87v-pVyTIBDr8hUtjzBcrlA9mkAB18Vkfot1yTjpVxs6FMSM-Oyo1mjs1D7RMGwJR-m9Hy5h-Bjo6jMmBrVZ33a-50nZm6glgcvh68-7beNmZwXleuy6TbVwttXCU RpgLV5h4otGagqyjXYZDQlITpYA9W-UNeyLuB9lZRDA0lfH42btsHACxj2Aq P2TPAUTzgmn-GoitrElT336UPskSSOQ__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAIE5G5CRDK6RD3PGA](https://cdn.jamanetwork.com/ama/content_public/journal/jamanetworkopen/937595/zoil180228sup1_prod.pdf?Expires=2147483647&Signature=11d-BueLVYA7oWa6j6KAsS7UXWZeO9S0j2RQ9W6jn6OYvTad0k8q8mhNGNoMGY6XFOunAaRoifKsDXIzhw3471CRZLq-NE9enCfj-s6aggZV8AC-DyaBwU498-87v-pVyTIBDr8hUtjzBcrlA9mkAB18Vkfot1yTjpVxs6FMSM-Oyo1mjs1D7RMGwJR-m9Hy5h-Bjo6jMmBrVZ33a-50nZm6glgcvh68-7beNmZwXleuy6TbVwttXCU RpgLV5h4otGagqyjXYZDQlITpYA9W-UNeyLuB9lZRDA0lfH42btsHACxj2Aq P2TPAUTzgmn-GoitrElT336UPskSSOQ__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAIE5G5CRDK6RD3PGA)

**ANSWER:** Levy AG, Scherer AM, Zikmund-Fisher BJ, Larkin K, Barnes GD, Fagerlin A. Prevalence of and factors associated with patient nondisclosure of medically relevant information to clinicians. eTable 1. Frequency with which Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk) participants chose each reason for avoiding telling clinician each type of information. *JAMA Netw Open.* 2018;1(7):e185293. Accessed December 9, 2019. [https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamanetworkopen/fullarticle/2716996](https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamanetworkopen/fullarticle/2716996)
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Editor’s Note: In above example, the citation is to supplemental content (ie, not to the article itself) that appears with the online article. Note that if including a URL in a reference citation, use the URL that will take the reader directly to the article; do not include a long search string, and avoid a short, more general URL (one to the publisher’s home page, for example). Always include “http://” or “https://” before the URL to help ensure proper linking; however, URLs do not always require “www.” Verify that the link still works as close as possible to publication (§3.11.4, Online Journal Articles, Preprints, and Manuscripts).

14. PREPRINT


Editor’s Note: Preprints are another online method for publication. In preprints, an article is uploaded by authors to a public server, without editing or formatting and typically without peer review. A preprint is a predecessor to publication in a peer-reviewed journal; it’s archived and citable. Preprint servers include arXiv.org, bioRxiv.org, MedRxiv, and PeerJ Preprints. Preprints are not indexed by MEDLINE/PubMed, but they can be found in Google Scholar searches (§3.11.4.1, Preprints and Publication of Unedited Manuscripts).

15. CLINICAL TRIAL REGISTRY


Editor’s Note: Clinical trial registries are formatted as a database (§3.15.8, Databases). The unique identifier number should be included, as well as the date of first entry, any updates, and the access date.